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Foreword

We have gathered into this report the content definition descriptions we have drawn 
up for statistical information. While compiling the definitions we have not only relied 
as much as possible on the existing, general solutions but also on those applicable to 
statistical information and its processing.

The basic definitions presented in this report cover the basic forms of organising 
statistical information, inclusive of its matrix and table format structures, and 
specifications of the metadata that are required to describe it. In addition, these basic 
definitions have been drawn up for the data that are needed for file identifications and 
descriptions. Identifying and describing files is imperative both in the production and 
in the dissemination of statistical information. The information used to describe and 
manage the production processes of statistical information, as well as application-
specific information concerning processing have been viewed as falling outside the 
scope of these basic definitions.

Initially, when SGML (Standard Generalised Markup Language, ISO 9970:1986) was 
confirmed as the standard, it implicated organising statistical information so that 
structured technologies could be used in its production and dissemination. Work on 
this was started at Statistics Finland in 1993. However, the emphasis in this work soon 
fell on the theoretical aspects of the technologies while less attention was paid to their 
application. The focus of interest was statistical information itself, on what in the final 
analysis it is - what we actually mean when we talk about statistical information.

In practice, many different ways for organising and describing statistical information 
were run into. In terms of their patterns of thought they represented views of the 
essence of statistical information that were highly divergent and even quite 
conflicting. The common aspect of the patterns was a spendthrift attitude to statistical 
information. They squandered information at the different phases of production and 
dissemination. This observation lead to the conclusion that a uniform and uniting, 
conserving and sparing structural definition of statistical information was necessary. 
Furthermore, it would have to be drawn up so that it could be used both in the 
production and in the dissemination of statistics.

The drawn up structural definitions have been gathered into one report to stimulate 
debate about them and their possible usage. This discussion should initially be 
conducted so that the current application development instruments of statistical 
organisations are not allowed to impose limitations on the defining or structuring of 
statistical information.

This report is comprised of the logical models of the structural definitions and their 
content definition descriptions. The logical models are also presented as tree 
structures that combine the simplicity of the description technology sufficiently 
illustratively with the described information structures. The tree structures have been 
implemented using the notation defined by XML (Extensible Markup Language 1.0, 
W3C Recommendation 10-February-1998). The content definition descriptions are 
verbal transcripts of the tree structures. Condensed versions of the models are 
presented in the Appendix of this report as DTD (Document Type Definition) 
descriptions complying with XML.
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The models and their corresponding descriptions have been grouped into modular 
entities that can also be used as independent structural models. Information is given 
against each model about the extent and the ways solutions produced for other than 
statistical purposes have been exploited.

The development work connected with the structuring of statistical information was 
initially done by Statistics Finland's Methodological Unit and, later on, in co-
operation with the dissemination sub-project of the agency's production model 
project. Over the years, several employees of Republica Oy and Citec Oy have also 
participated in the work, for which we wish to express our gratitude.

Finally, it should be pointed out that Statistics Finland has not made any decisions 
concerning commitments to XML technology. The views expressed in this paper are 
those of the authors and do no necessarily reflect the policies of Statistics Finland.

Helsinki 2.12.2003

Heikki Rouhuvirta
Harri Lehtinen
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1. Statistical metadata

1.1 Content model of statistical metadata

Statistical metadata
Document metadata

Statistical metadata
Variable name

Concept definition

Operational definition

Measurement unit

Classification

Figure

Description

Calculation formula

ID

Type

Author

Date

Values
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1.2 Logical model of statistical metadata
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1.3 Logical element model of statistical metadata (statmeta.dtd)
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1.4 DTD for a stand-alone statistical metadata document
statmeta.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Antti Jokipii, Eetu Ojanen / Republica Oy
www.republica.fi

Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for a stand-alone statistical metadata document
Statmeta.dtd is a DTD that can be used to produce stand-alone statistical metadata 
documents. It gathers together three DTDs: statmeta_base.dtd, docmeta.dtd and 
figure_base.dtd.

The usage of statmeta.dtd and statmeta_base.dtd
1. Statmeta.dtd joins three DTDs, statmeta_base.dtd, docmeta.dtd and figure_base.dtd, 
into one modular entity. This is done to enable the handling of statistical metadata 
documents in the same way as any other independent documents.

2. Statmeta.dtd and statmeta_base.dtd are separate modules to enable the use of statistical 
metadata as independent documents, as well as in statistical tables and matrixes. When 
statistical metadata are attached to a table (table.dtd) or matrix (matrix.dtd), 
statmeta_base.dtd is a submodule of table.dtd and matrix.dtd.

3. Statistical metadata can be used in two ways. First, it can be placed inside table.dtd or 
matrix.dtd. Second, it can be an independent well-formed document to which links are 
made from tables and matrixes. The links are made with reference identifiers.

4. MathML is a submodule of statistical metadata modules, so it can be used for describing 
calculations.

CLASET (claset.dtd 2002 - EG6/WG3/CLASETxmlQuick/02)
The classification portion of statistical metadata can be transformed into information 
organised according to Claset. The structure of Claset has not been used direct because it is 
not hierarchically organised. In Claset the hierarchy of a classification is managed with 
references. This means that the hierarchy used by a classification is not easy to detect 
direct from an xml document.

Root element name:  statmetadoc

Element name:  statmetadoc
Root element for a stand-alone statistical metadata document.

Child Elements: (docmeta, statmeta)
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Element name:  docmeta
Element is defined in docmeta.dtd.

Element name:  statmeta
Element is defined in statmeta_base.dtd.

Entity name:  statmeta_base
This element contains statistical metadata information. The contents of the statistical 
metadata are described in statmeta_base.dtd. For more information see the documentation 
for statmeta_base.dtd.

Entity name:  docmeta
This element contains information about the producer of statistical metadata. The contents 
of these metadata are described in docmeta.dtd. For more information see the 
documentation for docmeta.dtd.

Entity name:  figure_base
This element contains information about the title of a figure, the figure file name and size, 
and connects a figure to a variable. For more information see the documentation for 
figure_base.dtd.

Purpose of use
Element is used for attaching a background image, such as a map, to a variable.
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1.5 DTD for statistical metadata
statmeta_base.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Markus Rintala / CiTEC Information
markus.rintala@citec.fi
www.citec.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

The use of statistical metadata
Statistical metadata are data (matrix or table) specific. Statistical metadata document 
describes the variables and their operational definitions and classifications in matrixes and 
tables. If data (matrix or table) are changed as a result of tabulation or other procedure, 
these changes are added to the statistical metadata document. Thus, if a variable is edited, 
the pertinent metadata are added to the statistical metadata.

DTD for statistical metadata
Module of elements describing statistical metadata. Statmeta_base.dtd is used as a module 
inside a stand-alone statistical metadata document (statmeta.dtd) or as a module inside a 
publication (publication.dtd). Statmeta_base.dtd is a separate module from statmeta.dtd 
because of technical reasons. In a modular DTD system one DTD can be read only once 
when different DTDs are compiled into a larger unity. When statistical metadata are used 
inside other DTDs, such as tables and figures (table.dtd, matrix.dtd and figure.dtd), then 
the statmeta_base.dtd module is usable as such in a parent DTD. In this case, the 
definitions of statistical metadata will be included in the parent DTD. If statistical 
metadata are used as a stand-alone document, then docmeta.dtd and figure.dtd are read in 
the definition of statmeta.dtd.

The usage of statmeta_base.dtd and other DTDs
1. Statmeta.dtd and statmeta_base.dtd are separate modules enabling the use of statistical 
metadata as independent documents as well as in statistical tables and matrixes. When 
statistical metadata are attached to a table (table.dtd) or matrix (matrix.dtd) then 
statmeta_base.dtd is a submodule of table.dtd and matrix.dtd.

2. Statistical metadata as defined in statmeta_base.dtd can be used in two ways. First, they 
can be placed inside table.dtd or matrix.dtd. Second, they can be an independent, well-
formed document to which links are made from tables and matrixes. The links are made 
with reference identifiers.
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3. MathML is a submodule of statistical metadata modules, so it can be used for describing 
calculations.

Root element name:  statmeta

Element name:  statmeta
Statmeta element set
Root element for statistical metadata.

Child Elements: (variable+)

Element name:  variable
Collecting element for the statistical metadata of one variable. This is the root element for 
all the metadata for one variable.

Child Elements: (variablenamegrp, conceptdefinition?, operationaldefinition?, 
measurement?, classification?, figuregrp?)

Attribute name:  variableId
Identification number for a variable. This number is used as a link between a variable in a 
table and its statistical metadata.

Element name:  variablenamegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of a variable name and for different 
language versions of the specification of the variable.

Child Elements: (variablename+, variablespecification*)

Element name:  variablename
The name of a variable.

Purpose of use
Variable name element is used for conceptual naming of variables in natural language. 
Variable name is not meant to be a code or an abbreviation.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the name of a variable.

Element name:    variablespecification
Variable specification is used when the naming of a variable is not enough to describe it. 
Variable specification element gives a more specific description of the variable.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of a specification.
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Element name:  conceptdefinition
The logical root element for the conceptual information of a variable.

Child Elements: (conceptdefgrp, conceptdefdescgrp?)

Element name:  conceptdefgrp
Grouping element is used for different language versions of the conceptual definition.

Child Elements: (conceptdef+)

Element name:  conceptdef
Conceptual definition element contains the conceptual definition of a variable.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of this element.

Element name:  conceptdefdescgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the general description of a 
conceptual definition.

Child Elements: (conceptdefdesc+)

Element name:  conceptdefdesc
Conceptual definition description is used when the information in the conceptual 
definition element is not enough to clarify the conceptual aspects of a variable.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of this element.

Element name:  operationaldefinition
The logical root element for describing the way a variable is calculated.

Child Elements: (operdefgrp, operdefdescgrp*)

Attribute name:  name
Name of a variable. The attribute is used to identify a variable and its metadata.

Element name:  operdefgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of an operational definition.

Child Elements: (operdef+)

Element name:  operdef
Operational definition element contains a written operational definition of a variable.
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Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the element.

Element name:  operdefdescgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the description of an operational 
definition.

Child Elements: (operdefdesc+, calculation?)

Element name:  operdefdesc
Description element of an operational definition includes a written description of the 
operational definition. The description is given in natural language.

Description of an operational definition is used when the information in an operational 
definition element is not enough to clarify the operational aspects of a variable.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  calculation
Collecting element for calculation information. Gathers together information on the 
calculation rules that were used for the composing of the variable.

Child Elements: (calcnamegrp, calcformula, calcdescgrp?)

Element name:  calcnamegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the name of a calculation.

Child Elements: (calcname+)

Element name:  calcname
Name of a calculation. If a calculation is given it must be named. It is possible to give the 
name of the used method without giving the actual calculation formula. The name can be a 
generic or a case-specified name of the method.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  calcformula
The actual calculation formula is given here in MathML format.

MathML
mathml.dtd is included here and specifies the syntax for calculation formulas. For more 
information about MathML see, for example: http://www.w3.org/Math/

Child Elements: (math)
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Element name:  calcdescgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the name of a calculation description.

Child Elements: (calcdesc+)

Element name:  calcdesc
Describes a calculation formula.

Calculation description is used when the information in the calculation name and 
calculation formula is not enough to clarify the composing of a variable.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  measurement
Collecting element for information about the measurement unit of a variable.

Child Elements: (measunit, measdescgrp)

Element name:  measunitgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of measurement units.

Child Elements: (measunit+)

Element name:  measunit
This element names the measurement unit of a variable. The measurement unit is given as 
a standardised Finnish abbreviation (at Statistics Finland).

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  measdescgrp
Grouping element is used for different language versions of a measurement description.

Child Elements: (measdesc+)

Element name:  measdesc
The description is used to clarify the measurement if the measurement unit is not clear 
enough.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  classification
Collecting element for classification information and values.
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Purpose of use
The classification element of statistical metadata can be used in two ways. First, when a 
standard classification is applied the element can be used to give the identification data 
(codes, names, etc.) of the classification. Second, the element can be used to describe an 
own classification for which general identifiers need not be given.

CLASET (claset.dtd 2002 - EG6/WG3/CLASETxmlQuick/02)
The classification portion of statistical metadata can be transformed into information 
organised according to Claset. The structure of Claset is not used direct because it is not 
hierarchically organised. In Claset the hierarchy contained in a classification is managed 
with references. This means that the hierarchy used by a classification is not easy to see 
direct from an xml document.

Child Elements: (refid?, classtype?, classauthor?, classdate?, classvalues)

Attribute name:  classificationid
Classification identifier can be used as a direct link to a classification.

Element name:  refid
Reference identifier of the used standard classification.

Element name:  classtype
Classification type is used for descriptive purposes of standard classifications.

Element name:  classauthor
Author of the classification.

Element name:  classdate
Date when classification was published.

Element name:  classvalues
Collecting element for all class values.

Child Elements: (classvalue+)

Element name:  classvalue
Collecting element for all information of the class value. Hierarchy level of the class value 
is described with a hierarchy level attribute.

Description of this element's content model:
The obligatory information that must be given on the class value is either its code or its 
name. Both can also be used simultaneously.

A separate description can be attached to the class value. The class value may also contain 
subclasses that may contain further subclasses. At the moment the hierarchy is limited to 
six levels.
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Child Elements: (((classvaluecode, classvaluenamegrp?)|(classvaluenamegrp)), 
classvaluedescgrp?, classvalue*)

Attribute name:  hierarchylevel
Attribute describes at which level in the classification hierarchy this item is.

The attribute is intended for the handling of hierarchical classifications, so that 
information on hierarchies can be utilised in table and matrix processing.

Element name:  classvaluecode
Code of a class value

Element name:  classvaluenamegrp
Grouping element is needed for different language versions of a class name.

Child Elements: (classvaluename+)

Element name:  classvaluename
Element contains the name information of a class values in textual format.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  classvaluedescgrp
Grouping element is needed for different language versions of class value descriptions.

Child Elements: (classvaluedesc+)

Element name:  classvaluedesc
Class value description is used when the information in a class value name element is not 
enough to clarify the conceptual issue of the class value.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Attribute defines the language of the element.

Element name:  figuregrp
Name of the figure file that will be connected to the variable. The figure file can, for 
example, be a regional map for the visualisation of a variable.

The usage of figuregrp is described in the documentation for figure.dtd 
(documentation_figure.xml).
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2. Document Metadata

2.1 Content model of document metadata

Document metadata
Creator

Subject

Publisher

Contributor

Date

Type

Format

Language

Person

Keywords

Content description

Document information

Identifier

Rights

Coverage

Relations

Source

Organisation

Person

Published, modified

Main and other language

SVT and Category

URN, URL, ISBN, ISSN, DOI, Number
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2.2 Logical element model of document metadata (docmeta.dtd)
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2.3 DTD for document metadata
docmeta.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Sami Ruokoselkä / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

Purpose of use
Docmeta.dtd is a DTD module containing document metadata information. This 
information is needed to identify documents in production, publishing and archiving. This 
DTD also includes document description, mainly based on Dublin Core (Dublin Core 
Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1: Reference Description - Date: 2003-02-04).

Besides being used for the identification and appropriate archiving of a document, 
document metadata also facilitate an efficient search process.

DTD for document metadata
Docmeta.dtd has all the elements of DublinCore and also some metadata specific to 
Statistics Finland. The DTD covers the metadata that are needed for the publications of 
Statistics Finland (electronic and paper dissemination).

Document metadata provide information about the person and organisation having 
produced the document, the content of the document (e.g. subject, keywords, language, 
source) and information specific to Statistics Finland, such as the series and category of 
Official Statistics. Productional metadata, processing instructions, etc., are not contained 
in document metadata.

Docmeta.dtd is a module that is used in table.dtd, matrix.dtd, statmeta.dtd, figure.dtd and 
publication.dtd for describing document metadata. Docmeta.dtd cannot be used for stand-
alone documentation, but the information in the docmeta.dtd module can be used for the 
production of information for bibliographical information systems.

Root element name:  docmeta

Element name:  docmeta
Root element for document metadata.
Contains document metadata.

Child Elements: (creator , subjectgrp? , keywordsgrp? , contentdescriptiongrp? , 
publisher , contributor* , date , typegrp , format? , language , document_info? , identifier 
, rightsgrp , coveragegrp? , resourcerelationgrp? , sourcegrp? )
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Element name:  creator
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Creator:
An entity primarily responsible for making the content of the resource. Examples of 
Creator include a person, an organisation or a service. Typically, the name of a Creator 
should be used to indicate the entity.

Use at Statistics Finland
Creator is a logical element and the name of the creator is given in the child element 
person. In statistical publications the creator is the person who can give more information 
about the concerned topic. In other publications (i.e. research reports) the creator is the 
person responsible for the text. There can be only one creator for any one document. If 
other persons have contributed to the making of the document, they are mentioned in the 
contributor element.

Child Elements: (person )

Comments: When information about the creator is copied to the bibliographical 
information system using Dublin Core, and the document constitutes Official Statistics, 
then Statistics Finland uses its organisational name as the creator.

Element name:  subjectgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the subject.

Child Elements: (subject* )

Element name:  subject
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Title:
A name given to the resource. Typically, Title will be a name by which the resource is 
formally known.

Use at Statistics Finland
Subject is the title text of a document. It means that the subject element in this module 
repeats the title element of the parent DTD (e.g. publication.dtd or table.dtd). For example, 
if a document is a table (table.dtd), then subject is the content of the title element of the 
table document.

Comments: When subject information is copied to the bibliographical information 
system using Dublin Core, then the subject is the same as the title

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the subject text.

Element name:  keywordsgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of keywords.

Child Elements: (keywords* )
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Element name:  keywords
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Subject and keywords:
Topic of the content of the resource. Typically, Subject will be expressed as keywords, key 
phrases or classification codes that describe the topic of the resource. Recommended best 
practice is to select a value from a controlled vocabulary or formal classification scheme.

Use at Statistics Finland
The first keyword in an Official Statistics publication is the category of the document, so it 
is repeated here. Otherwise (e.g. in research reports), keywords can describe the 
publication’s frame of reference.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the keywords.

Element name:  contentdescriptiongrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the contentdescription.

Child Elements: (contentdescription* )

Element name:  contentdescription
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Description:
An account of the content of the resource. Examples of Description include, but is not 
limited to: an abstract, table of contents, reference to a graphical representation of content 
or a free-text account of the content.

Use at Statistics Finland
Not currently used by Statistics Finland's system architecture. This is an optional element 
for possible future needs.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the description.

Element name:  publisher
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Publisher:
An entity responsible for making the resource available. Examples of Publisher include a 
person, an organization, or a service. Typically, the name of a Publisher should be used to 
indicate the entity.

Use at Statistics Finland
Publisher is a logical element for connecting Statistics Finland's organisational 
information to the Dublin Core publisher information.

The name of the publisher, in different languages, is always Statistics Finland. With 
statistics produced by other statistical organisations, the publisher is the organisation 
concerned.

Child Elements: (organisationgrp )
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Element name:  contributor
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Contributor:
An entity responsible for making contributions to the content of the resource. Examples of 
Contributor include a person, an organization, or a service. Typically, the name of a 
Contributor should be used to indicate the entity.

Use at Statistics Finland
Contributor is a logical element and the information about a contributor is given in the 
child element person. Other persons besides the creator who have contributed to the 
making of the document. In Official Statistics this means the secondary source of 
additional information.

Child Elements: (person )

Example: editor, transcriber, illustrator

Element name:  date
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Date:
A date of an event in the lifecycle of the resource. Typically, Date will be associated with 
the creation or availability of the resource. Recommended best practice for encoding the 
date value is defined in a profile of ISO 8601.

Use at Statistics Finland
Date is written in the form DD.MM.YYYY according to the Finnish standard.

Child Elements: (published , modified* )

Element name:  typegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of type.

Child Elements: (type* )

Element name:  type
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Type:
The nature or genre of the content of the resource. Type includes terms describing general 
categories, functions, genres, or aggregation levels for content. Recommended best 
practice is to select a value from a controlled vocabulary (for example, the DCMI Type 
Vocabulary). To describe the physical or digital manifestation of the resource, use the 
FORMAT element.

Use at Statistics Finland
Types of document are: table, publication (Official Statistics), statistical news, figure, 
article, research report, handbook or statistical metadata document.

If the type of document is recearch report, then the identification number of the document 
is given in the element documentnumber.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the type.
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Element name:  format
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Format:
The physical or digital manifestation of the resource. Typically, Format may include the 
media-type or dimensions of the resource. Format may be used to identify the software, 
hardware, or other equipment needed to display or operate the resource. Examples of 
dimensions include size and duration. Recommended best practice is to select a value from 
a controlled vocabulary (for example, the list of Internet Media Types defining computer 
media formats).

Use at Statistics Finland
In Statistics Finland's systems the format is either XML or XHTML. Format is currently 
only used in electronic publications.

Element name:  language
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Language:
A language of the intellectual content of the resource. Recommended best practice is to 
use RFC 3066 which, in conjunction with ISO639, defines two- and three primary 
language tags with optional subtags. Examples include "en" or "eng" for English, "akk" for 
Akkadian", and "en-GB" for English used in the United Kingdom.

Use at Statistics Finland
This element is a logical element for the main language and other language elements.

Child Elements: (main_language , other_language* )

Element name:  document_info
Document_info is a logical element that contains Statistics Finland-specific metadata 
information. Series and category of Official Statistics are covered here.

Child Elements: (svt? , categories* )

Element name:  identifier
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Identifier:
An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context. Recommended best 
practice is to identify the resource by means of a string or number conforming to a formal 
identification system. Formal identification systems include but are not limited to the 
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (including the Uniform Resource Locator (URL)), the 
Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and the International Standard Book Number (ISBN). 

Use at Statistics Finland
This is a logical element for the different identifiers of a document.

Child Elements: (URN | URL | ISBN | ISSN | DOI | documentnumber )

Element name:  URN
Uniform Resource Names
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Use at Statistics Finland
Currently not in use.

Element name:  URL
Uniform Resource Locator

Use at Statistics Finland
Fixed URLs facilitating source references should be used at Statistics Finland.

Element name:  ISBN
International Standard Book Numbers

Use at Statistics Finland
Statistics Finland uses its own ISBN series.

Element name:  ISSN
International Standard Serial Number

Use at Statistics Finland
Statistics Finland uses its own ISSN series.

Element name:  DOI
Digital Object Identifier

Use at Statistics Finland
Currently not in use.

Element name:  documentnumber
Number issued for a publication to identify it in a certain series.

If a publication constitutes Official Statistics, then it uses its own series number, which is 
described in the element number.

Example: Statistical news have an identifier in the form of "year:number" (e.g. 
2002:157) and research reports belonging to a given series have their specific number 
sequence.

Element name:  rightsgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the name of the organisation that has 
the rights to the content of the document.

Child Elements: (rights* )
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Element name:  rights
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Rights:
Information about rights held in and over the resource. Typically, Rights will contain a 
rights management statement for the resource, or reference a service providing such 
information. Rights information often encompasses Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), 
Copyright, and various Property Rights. If the Rights element is absent, no assumptions 
may be made about any rights held in or over the resource.

Use at Statistics Finland
The name of the organisation that has the rights to the content of the document.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the rights element.

Element name:  coveragegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of coverage.

Child Elements: (coverage* )

Element name:  coverage
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Coverage:
The extent or scope of the content of the resource. Typically, Coverage will include spatial 
location (a place name or geographic coordinates), temporal period (a period label, date, or 
date range) or jurisdiction (such as a named administrative entity). Recommended best 
practice is to select a value from a controlled vocabulary (for example, the Thesaurus of 
Geographic Names) and to use, where appropriate, named places or time periods in 
preference to numeric identifiers such as sets of coordinates or date ranges.

Use at Statistics Finland
Currently not in use.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the coverage.

Element name:  resourcerelationgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of resourcerelation.

Child Elements: (resourcerelation* )

Element name:  resourcerelation
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Relation:
A reference to a related resource. Recommended best practice is to identify the referenced 
resource by means of a string or number conforming to a formal identification system.

Use at Statistics Finland
Currently not in use.
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Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the relation.

Element name:  sourcegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of source.

Child Elements: (source* )

Element name:  source
Equivalent to Dublin Core element Source:
A Reference to a resource from which the present resource is derived. The present 
resource may be derived from the Source resource in whole or in part. Recommended best 
practice is to identify the referenced resource by means of a string or number conforming 
to a formal identification system.

Use at Statistics Finland
Source is reserved for tables. It identifies the statistical data matrix from which the table is 
produced. Not in use for publications.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the source.

Element name:  person
Person is a logical element that includes a personal information set describing the creator 
of and contributors to the document.

Child Elements: (first_name , second_name? , surname , positiongrp? , emailgrp? , 
phonenumbergrp? , faxgrp? )

Element name:  organisationgrp
Grouping element for different language versions of organisation information.

Child Elements: (organisation* )

Element name:  organisation
Organisation is a logical element containing an information set in one language about the 
organisation that has produced the document.

Child Elements: (orgname , division* , emailgrp , phonenumbergrp , address , 
wwwaddressgrp , faxgrp )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the organisation information set.

Element name:  published
Logical element for the official publishing date and time of a document. The date 
contained by the element will not be changed even if the document is edited further or 
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errors in it are corrected and the document is republished. In such cases the modified date 
is changed.

Child Elements: (day, time?)

Element name:  modified
Logical element for the dates and times of modifications made to a document. When a 
document is edited further or corrected for errors and the document is republished, the 
dates of republishing are recorded in the modified element. The chronologically latest 
element gives the date of the most recent amendment or update.

Child Elements: (day, time?)

Element name:  day
Date is written in the form DD.MM.YYYY according to the Finnish standard.

Element name:  time
Time is written in the form HH:MM:SS

Element name:  main_language
Defines the main language of a document, which is also the default language of an 
electronic document. Main language can be any language.

The practice is to use RFC 3066 which, in conjunction with ISO639, defines two and three 
primary language tags with optional subtags.

Example: fi, en, se

Element name:  other_language
Defines one or more secondary languages of a document.

The practice is to use RFC 3066 which, in conjunction with ISO639, defines two and three 
primary language tags with optional subtags.

Example: fi, en, se

Element name:  svt
Svt is a logical element containing serial information on Official Statistics publications 
(SVT). SVT is used to identify publications published in the Official Statistics of Finland 
(OSF) series (name and number of the series, year, version number) and to identify 
Official Statistics tables.

Child Elements: (serienamegrp , year , number , versionnumber? )

Element name:  categories
Categories element describes the topic of the statistical information. The attribute gives the 
topic (category) as a three-letter abbreviation. The whole name of the category and its 
different language versions are given as entity files.
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Possible category values are, in Finnish (followed here by English translation in brackets): 
Asuminen (Housing) | Elinolot (Living conditions) | Energia (Energy) | Hinnat ja 
kustannukset (Prices and costs) | Julkinen talous (Government finance) | Kansantalous 
(National accounts) | Kauppa (Trade) | Koulutus (Education) | Kulttuuri ja viestintä 
(Culture and the media) | Liikenne ja matkailu (Transport and tourism) | Maa-, metsä- ja 
kalatalous (Agriculture, forestry and fishing)| Oikeus (Justice) | Palkat (Wages and 
salaries) | Rahoitus (Financing) | Rakentaminen (Construction) | Teollisuus 
(Manufacturing) | Terveys (Health) | Tiede, teknologia ja tutkimus (Science, technology 
and research) | Tulot ja kulutus (Income and consumption) | Työmarkkinat (Labour 
market) | Ulkomaankauppa (Foreign trade) | Vaalit (Elections) | Väestö (Population) | 
Väestölaskenta (Population census) | Ymparistö ja luonnonvarat (Environment and natural 
resources) | Yritykset (Enterprises)

Attribute name:  type
Type is the three-letter abbreviation describing the category of the statistical information.

Element name:  first_name
Person's first name.

Element name:  second_name
Person's middle name if exist.

Element name:  surname
Person's surname.

Element name:  positiongrp
Grouping element for different language versions of a person's official title.

Child Elements: (position* )

Element name:  position
Person's official title at Statistics Finland.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the official title.

Element name:  emailgrp
Logical element for different email addresses. Person (or organisation) may have several 
e-mail addresses at the same time.

Child Elements: (email* )

Element name:  email
Person's (or organisation's) e-mail address.
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Use at Statistics Finland
E-mail address is given in Finnish language in the form 
"firstname.lastname@tilastokeskus.fi" and in foreign languages 
"firstname.lastname@stat.fi". Language attribute (xml:lang) must be given according to 
the document languages.

Example: harri.lehtinen@tilastokeskus.fi, harri.lehtinen@stat.fi

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the e-mail address.

Element name:  phonenumbergrp
Logical element for different phonenumbers. Person (or organisation) may have many 
phone numbers at the same time.

Child Elements: (phonenumber* )

Element name:  phonenumber
Person's (or organisation's) phone number.

Example: +358 9 17341

Element name:  faxgrp
Logical element for different fax numbers.

Child Elements: (fax* )

Element name:  fax
Person's (or organisations) fax number.

Example: +358 9 1734 1234

Element name:  orgname
Name of the official statistical organisation in one language. Language is defined in the 
parent element organisation.

Example: Tilastokeskus, Statistics Finland or Statistikcentralen 

Element name:  division
Name of the official statistical organisation's sub-unit (publishing sub-unit) in one 
language. Usually means the responsible unit that has published the statistics. Language is 
defined in the parent element organisation.

Element name:  address
Street address of the organisation. Language is defined in the parent element organisation.
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Element name:  wwwaddressgrp
Logical element for different wwwaddresses in one language. Language is defined in the 
parent element organisation.

Child Elements: (wwwaddress* )

Element name:  wwwaddress
One www-address of the organisation in one language.

Element name:  serienamegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of seriename.

Child Elements: (seriename* )

Element name:  seriename
The identifier part is comprised of three elements: series name, year and number. 
Seriename identifier is used to identify the tables, figures and publications that come 
within the scope of Official Statistics of Finland.

At Statistics Finland, the series division of Official Statistics currently differs from 
statistical topics. The seriename element depicts the topic of a publication in Official 
Statistics serie.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the official title.

Element name:  year
Year of publishing of Official Statistical information.

Element name:  number
Annual sequential number within a series by document type. Formed series-specifically 
for all publications, tables, etc., of the series concerned.

Element name:  versionnumber
This element is the version number of a document. Currently not in use.
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3. Statistical Data Matrix

3.1 Content model of statistical data matrix
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3.2 Logical model of statistical matrix

matrixtitle

matrixmaintitle matrixsubtitle metadatareference

documentmetadata matrixspecification

Statistical Matrix

. . .

#PCDATA #PCDATA #PCDATA

? ?

matrixmetadata data

note

#PCDATA

notes

*

#PCDATA

statisticalmetadata

. . .

?
axis

value

field

name

#PCDATA #PCDATA

readspecification

. . .? +

++ ? ?

Specifications for a field and a axis in a matrix keeps to the XDF data model
(eXtensible Data Format for Scientific Data - NASA http://xml.gsfc.nasa.gov/XDF)

#CDATA
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3.3 Logical element model of statistical matrix (matrix.dtd)
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3.4 DTD for Statistical Data Matrix
matrix.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Mårten Ström, Markus Rintala / Citec Oy
www.citec.fi

Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

XDF
The eXtensible Data Format model (XDF) was originally produced by NASA. XDF is a 
common scientific data format based on xml and the general mathematical principles that 
can be used throughout scientific disciplines. It includes these key features: hierarchical 
data structures, any dimensional arrays merged with co-ordinate information, high 
dimensional tables merged with field information, variable resolution, easy wrapping of 
existing data, user specified co-ordinate systems, searchable ASCII metadata, and 
extensibility to new features/data formats (Exact details available on NASA’s XDF 
homepage at: http://xml.gsfc.nasa.gov/XDF/XDF_home.html)

The use of eXtensible Data Format model (XDF) for statistical information
The two modes for presenting statistical information are statistical data matrix and 
statistical table. XDF is used primarily to describe the structure of a statistical data matrix.

A simplified eXtensible Data Format model is used for describing the structure of 
statistical information. While XDF may contain several different structures, the model of 
simplified matrix is used for describing statistical information. Neither the parametrical set 
XDF contains nor a structure formed by nested datasets are needed for the describing of 
statistical information.

The axis, value and fieldaxis data of XDF, supplemented with descriptions contained in 
statistical metadata, are used for the describing of the contents of statistical information. 
The logical structure of the statistical information contained in a matrix is defined by axis 
and value specifications. The physical structure of the data element of statistical 
information, or the reading order of statistical data, is given in read clauses.

For commenting on statistical information (methodological, quality or other explanatory 
information attached to the matrix), matrixmeta element has been added to XDF. The note 
elements of XDF are reserved for commenting on individual data with the help of the 
direction pointing system of the point element.

Additions to XDF have been made modularly and/or by using the entity model.

Statistical metadata
The structure of XDF enables the attaching of statistical metadata to a matrix of statistical 
information. Where no exhaustive statistical metadata system exists statistical metadata 
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can be attached to XDF as a separate statistical metadata model. A separate statistical 
metadata model enables analogous processing of metadata in different contexts. The 
separate statistical metadata model is analogous with the metadata of XDF to the extent 
that the metadata can be rendered compliant with the structure of XDF.

PCAxis and use of the matrix model for tables
Column variables of table format data are indicated by listing them in the fieldaxis 
element.

XDF definition has been made multilingual by adding to the name and value elements a 
textlang element containing translation texts in different languages.

It is not appropriate to use XDF "as a base format for human readable tables" at the 
moment, because browsers do not support XDF direct. However, XDF can be used as a 
format for presenting PCAxis files. The Statistical Table Model, which is based on CALS, 
is used as a format for human readable tables. Both formats can be used to present the 
same statistical information contents and they can be converted into each other.

Document metadata
Document metadata have been added to XDF so that statistical data matrixes can be 
handled as independent and archivable files in statistics production. The metadata 
describing a document follow the metadata model of the document.

Documentation and source references
This documentation contains descriptions and comments on the parts and elements of XDF 
that are used in the defining of a statistical data matrix. The documentation also contains 
descriptions and comments on additions made to XDF. The parts and elements that have 
not been used have been ignored in the documentation.

XDF is explained in detail in a “White paper” on XDF (http://xml.gsfc.nasa.gov/XDF/
XDFwhite.txt), in the stable DTD version 0.17 (http://xml.gsfc.nasa.gov/DTD/
XDF_017.dtd) and in the slightly edited DTD version 0.19, which is used here.

Root element name:  statmatrix

Element name:  statmatrix
Statmatrix is the root element for statistical data matrixes. The element combines the title 
of the matrix, document metadata information and XDF matrix definition.

Child Elements: (matrixtitlegrp, docmeta, statxdf)

Element name:  matrixtitlegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of the matrix title.

Child Elements: (matrixtitle+)

Attribute name:  matrixIdRef
MatrixIdRef attribute contains the identifier that refers to the footnote of the title of the 
matrix. It is an internal link to the matrixmeta element. Footnote text is written as the 
content for the matrixmeta element using the paragraph group or paragraph content model. 
(It will be made more structured in the future.) The content is methodological, quality or 
other explanatory information attached to the matrix. See also metadataref element.
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Element name:  matrixtitle
Matrixtitle element contains matrix title information in one language. The information 
comprises the actual main title and a possible subtitle. Reference to metadata may also be 
attached to the title.

Child Elements: (matrixmaintitle, matrixsubtitle?, metadataref?)

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the matrix title and its components.

Element name:  matrixmaintitle
The main title of a matrix.

Element name:  matrixsubtitle
The possible subtitle of a matrix. Provides for a situation where a matrix title is given 
added precision by a subtitle.

Element name:  metadataref
Metadataref connected to a matrix title reveals the existence and location of 
methodological, quality and other explanatory documents attached to the matrix.

The link is expressed as text and its type is defined with the attributes linkend or hytime.

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend points to the target of the link.

Use at Statistics Finland
Linkend attribute gives the external location of a methodological, quality or other 
explanatory document attached to a table.

Element name:  docmeta
This element contains information about the producer of a statistical data matrix. The 
contents of these metadata are described in docmeta.dtd. For more information see the 
documentation for docmeta.dtd.

Element name:  statxdf
Root element for a statistical data matrix. The element contains XDF specification in the 
form it is applied to statistical data. The XDF structure used for describing statistical data 
is array - axis - value.

Used elements
Only the array element of the child elements of the statxdf element is used. A statistical 
data matrix may only contain one array.
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Child Elements: (name?, description?,(structure | parameter | parameterGroup | array | 
note)+)

Attribute name:  type
Not used.

Element name:  array
Array contains a description of the matrix structure, the numeric part of statistical 
information (data) and its description (statistical metadata, matrixmeta).

Used elements:
fieldaxis, axis, read, statmeta, matrixmeta, notes, data

Child Elements: ((parameter|parameterGroup)*, axis*, (fieldAxis|((units | unitless) 
,dataFormat)), axis*, read, statmeta?, matrixmeta?, notes?, data)

Attribute name:  appendto
Not used.

Attribute name:  arrayid
Not used.

Attribute name:  coordinate
Not used.

Attribute name:  type
Not used.

Element name:  axis
Axis element defines one variable dimension at a time. The code values and class names of 
the classification the variable uses are given with the valuelist and value elements.

 

Documentation in XDF DTD (018):
Each dimension of an N-dimensional structure is introduced byan axis element. The order 
is not important because the read elementdescribes the layout of the data. axis/valueList is 
a list of numbers or strings (space delimited withquotes where necessary) that describes 
one dimension of the array,as in, the wavelength scale of a spectrum, or distance alongthe 
width of an image.In curvilinear coordinates the axis can merely reflect the index number 
in the array. Amore detailed description of the space coordinates can be accomplishedby 
adding another dimension to a fieldAxis. Two dimensional data would need two fieldAxis/
field/@class="coordinate" maps. axis/@align should refer to an axisId to indicate that 
these two axes runs essentially along the same direction. It is required to accomplish an 
array/@apppendTo.

Used elements:
name, value, valuelist
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Child Elements: (name?, description?, (((axisUnits | unitless), (value | valueList | 
valueGroup)+ ) | unitDirection )*)

Attribute name:  align
Not used.

Attribute name:  axisdatatype
Not used.

Attribute name:  axisid
In a situation where a system for producing statistical metadata exists and variables have 
been given unique identifiers, the axisid attribute receives an identifier as its content. At 
the same time the name of the variable with its language versions are copied as the content 
of the name element.

In a situation where a system for producing statistical metadata does not exist and 
variables have not been given unique identifiers, the axisid attribute receives as its content 
for example text "axisvar1". The value of axisid must be the same as the value of the 
variableId attribute of the variable element.

Attribute name:  axisidref
Axisidref attribute contains the identifier that refers to the statistical metadata of the 
variable in question. Axisidref can refer to either the internal or the external statistical 
metadata of a file. When it refers to the internal statistical metadata of a file, the value of 
axisidref must be the same as the value of the variableId attribute of the variable element. 
The content of the variableId attribute is specified in detail in the documentation for 
statmeta.dtd.

Element name:  name
Grouping element for different language versions of variable names. Variable names are 
not written direct into the name element as PCDATA, but textlang element is always used 
for the naming of variables.

Even where the matrix is a single-language one, use of the name element is recommended 
even though the element is not an obligatory one.

Used elements:
textlang

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | textlang | sub | sup)*

Element name:  textlang
Textlang element is used inside the name element for the naming of variables. The element 
contains the name of a variable in one language that is given with the xml:lang attribute.

A variable name defined with the textlang element must be consistent with the variable 
name given in the context of statistical metadata.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of a variable name text.
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Element name:  valuelist
Codes of the class values of a variable are given in the valuelist element. Use of the codes 
is not obligatory but if they are used they must be consistent with the code values given in 
the classvaluecode element of statistical metadata.

Attribute name:  size, delimiter, repeatable, start, step, valueListId, 
valueListIdRef, infiniteValue, infiniteNegativeValue, noDataValue, 
notANumberValue, underflowValue, overflowValue
Not used.

Element name:  value
In a statistical data matrix the value element contains the name of the class value of a 
classified variable in natural language, not as a code. The code is given in the valuelist 
element. If both the code (valuelist) and the name of a class value (value) are used they 
must be in the same order. Use of the class value has, however, not been made obligatory 
for production-related reasons, and classes may be specified with just codes.

In the case of a single-language file, the name text of a class value is written direct into the 
element. With multilingual files, the textlang element is used for producing language 
versions of the class value. All language versions, including the default language name 
text, are written into the textlang elements.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | textlang)*

Attribute name:  inequality
Not used.

Attribute name:  negativeerrorvalue
Not used.

Attribute name:  positiveerrorvalue
Not used.

Attribute name:  special
Not used.

Attribute name:  valueid
Not used.

Attribute name:  valueref
Valueref attribute contains an identifier that attaches statistical metadata to the variable in 
question. Valueref attribute is only intended for internal references and should not be used 
for external standard references.

If a class has been given a code value in the valuelist element, combining of metadata is 
accomplished using this code value. Then the code value is written as the content of the 
valueref attribute.
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In this context a metadata reference may contain a reference to a class value but not to a 
classification. If a metadata reference is to be made to the classification used in a variable 
it should be made via the variable name (with the axisidref attribute of the axis element).

If a class has not been given a code value, the metadata associated with the class are 
combined using the name in the value element or its default language version, which must 
be the same as the class name given in the statistical metadata (classvaluename element).

Element name:  textlang
Inside the value element the textlang element is used to name the class of a variable. The 
element contains the name of the variable class in one language which is given with the 
xml:lang attribute.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the value name text.

Element name:  fieldaxis
Practice at Statistics Finland
Fieldaxis element lists the column variables of a table format matrix. In addition, line feeds 
of matrix format data can be used as indicative pointers of table rows.

The use in XDF (DTD 019)
A table or a set of tables can be formatted in XDF. In the same way that axis describes the 
value for each column in an image, fieldAxis/field elements are used to describe each 
column in the table. Another use for fieldAxis is to hold several images with different data 
units. A special field is field/@class="spatial" which is a pixel mapping of a coordinate for 
all of the nonspatial slices in the array. Generally, one spatial map for each coordinate. 
Each map is of the same size as the initial data.

Used elements:
field

Child Elements: (name?, description?, (fieldGroup | field)*)

Attribute name:  axisid
Not used.

Attribute name:  axisidref
Not used.

Element name:  field
Name elements of field elements give column variables. The axisid of one column variable 
is written as the content for each field/name element.

Used elements:
name

Child Elements: (name?, description?, ((units | unitless) , dataFormat)? , relation?, 
note*)
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Attribute name:  class, coordinate, fieldid, fieldidref
Not used.

Element name:  read
Read element gives the general structure of the data.

The use in XDF (DTD 019):
Read and for elements are instructions for reading in the data, they refer to axis elements. 
The order for filling up n-dimensional variables is indicated by the nesting with the most 
nested being the most rapidly moving index. The format information and the data appear 
inside the most nested read element.

Used elements:
for

Child Elements: (for | tagToAxis+)

Attribute name:  encoding
Not used.

Attribute name:  endian
Not used.

Attribute name:  readid
Not used.

Attribute name:  readidref
Not used.

Element name:  for
For elements tell how to loop through the data by specifying the 'inner' (faster) axis and 
'outer' (slow changing) axis dimension.

The use in XDF (DTD 019):
For elements are instructions for reading in the data, they refer to axis elements. The order 
for filling up n-dimensional variables is indicated by the nestingwith the most nested being 
the most rapidly moving index. The format information and the data appear inside the 
most nested read element.

Child Elements: (for | (readCell | skipChars | repeat)+ | delimitedText )

Attribute name:  axisidref
The variable dimension (axis dimension) of the loop of the for element is given in the 
axisidref attribute. In the context of the for element the axisidref attribute has the same 
content as the axisid attribute of the axis element.

Element name:  readcell
The element gives the lowest loop.
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Element name:  skipchars
A skipChars element is added into the deepest for element to skip over the new-Line 
character. Two if CR-NL is used. The skipChars element output attribute should be marked 
empty and count attribute is marked "1" for the loop.

Attribute name:  count
Count attribute is marked "1" for the loop.

Attribute name:  output
Output attribute should be marked empty.

Element name:  repeat
At the moment not used.

Child Elements: ((repeat | readCell | skipChars)+)

Element name:  statmeta
The element attaches descriptions of statistical metadata to a statistical data matrix. 
Statistical metadata are described in detail in the documentation for statmeta.dtd.

In a data matrix the place the metadata concerns is given depending of the situation with 
the axisidref attribute of the axis element, the value element or its valueref attribute. 
Depending on the situation the used indicator must be consistent with the variable id of 
statmeta or with the classvaluename element. The metadata are dismantled within the data 
matrix before the data portion.

Element name:  matrixmeta
Matrixmeta is a logical element that gathers different language versions of 
methodological, quality or other explanatory information attached to the matrix.

Child Elements: (para|paragrp)*

Attribute name:  matrixId
The information content of the attribute identifies the allocation of a matrixmeta.

Element name:  paragrp
Paragrp is a grouping element for different language versions of paragraph content (para).

Child Elements: para*

Element name:  para
The para element is used as a model for defining the content of a cell as paragraphs.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | %emphs; | metadataref)*

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of paragraph content.
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Element name:  emphasis
The purpose of the emphasis element is to allow the author to use simple accentuation in 
matrixmeta. Emphasis is defined in more detail in emphasis DTD.

Element name:  metadataref
Metadataref element in a matrixmeta element allows the making of an external metadata 
reference.

The object of reference is expressed as text and its type is defined with the attributes 
linkend or hytime.

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend attribute contains an external reference to the statistical metadata of the 
matrixmeta in question.

Element name:  notes
Element notes is only used for references that are to be attached to the data portion.

The use in XDF (DTD 019):
Each array can contain notes to individual datum. Location gives the index numbers of the 
datum (i j k) and locationOrder assigns axes to i, j, and k etc. Notes can be special 
information about a given datum or if the field or array holds flags these can be defined by 
mark.

Used elements:
location

Child Elements: ((locationOrder,(location, note)+)?, note*)

Element name:  locationorder
Describes the order for different axises.

Child Elements: (index+)

Element name:  index
Identifies an axis.

Attribute name:  axisIdRef
Identification attribute for an axis.

Element name:  location
Location gives the index numbers or the co-ordinates (i j k) of the individual datum.
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Element name:  note
Note element gathers after the location element references pointed to a place specified by 
the location element. Different language texts of the references are separated with the 
textlang element.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | textlang | sub | sup)*

Attribute name:  href
Not used.

Attribute name:  mark
Not used.

Attribute name:  markmeaning
Not used.

Attribute name:  noteid
Not used.

Attribute name:  noteidref
Not used.

Element name:  data
Use at Statistics Finland
The practice at Statistics Finland is to mark a statistical data matrix direct inside the data 
element as PCDATA, starting with <![CDATA[ and ending with ]]>

Presentation of data in PCAxis files
In PCAxis files line feed is used to indicate the end of a table row. A row like this contains 
data on the column variables of a PCAxis file. The same procedure is also used in 
converting PCAxis files into files complying with XDF specification.

The use in XDF (DTD 019):
The Data element is a very general container for data. It could be marked up with d0...dN 
for N+1 dimensional data. It can be float format, or delimited data. If it is not tagged data it 
can begin with a <![CDATA[ and end with ]]>. However, a data element may contain data 
elements within it. For instance, an animation would be a set of frames and it may be 
convenient to bracket each frame with a data tag. These data tags are not needed to build 
the structure because the structure is prescribed by the axis element. Nevertheless, an 
application can use the nested data tags to indicate exactly where a problem lies in the data 
and aid in editing. Also, the application can use parts of the structure as soon as it hits 
some closed data tags. The parser can pass the images to the display applet rather than 
waiting for the entire data set to arrive.Of course, external entities can be used, so that the 
data may resides in one or several separate physical files.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | data | d0)*

Example: <![CDATA[2529341 29124 29378 29070 2651774 27426 28199 27918 2474 
23 24 22 2442 20 25 27 2537597 28555 29213 29437 2657304 27354 27541 28242 
2506 26 24 27 2424 22 22 28]]>
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Attribute name:  checksum
Not used.

Attribute name:  compression
Not used.

Attribute name:  encoding
Not used.

Attribute name:  href
Not used.
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4. Statistical table

4.1 Content model of statistical table

Statistical table document

Document metadata

Statistical metadata

Footnotes

Table title

Statistical table

CALS

Column headings
Row headings
Numerical data
Table footnotes

Set of column headings which may comprise a number of levels
Division heading A Division heading B Heading C

Explanation of
row headings

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 Column
Row heading 1
Row heading 2
Row heading 3
Subtotal row
Row heading n
Total row
1) Footnote containing annotation data
a) Metadata reference containing more incisive metadata
Used symbols and their explanations:
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4.2 Logical model of statistical table

tabletitle

tablemaintitle tablesubtitle metadatareference

documentmetadata

statisticalmetadatatablemetadata

footnotes

footnote

tablespecification

row

Statistical Table

. . .

. . .

. . .

#PCDATA #PCDATA #PCDATA

? ?

?

? ?

?

+

Columnspecification tablehead tablebody tablefoot

row row

entry

metadareference

footnotereference#PCDATA

statisticalsymbols

??*

+ + +

+

*

#PCDATA

#PCDATA

#PCDATA

. . . . . .

#PCDATA

hierarchylevel

hierarchylevel

Specifications for a column and a row in a table keeps to the CALS table model
(XML Exchange Table Model Document Type Definition
 - OASIS Technical Memorandum TM 9901:1999.)
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4.3 Logical element model of statistical table (table.dtd)
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4.4 DTD for a stand-alone table
table.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Mårten Ström, Markus Rintala / Citec Oy
www.citec.fi

Creator name:  
Antti Jokipii, Eetu Ojanen / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

Modularity
Table.dtd gathers modularly together emphasis.dtd, docmeta.dtd, statmeta_base.dtd, 
figure_base.dtd and table_base.dtd, which contains CALS table specification.

The usage of table.dtd and table_base.dtd
1. Table.dtd joins statistical table information (described as table_base.dtd) and document 
metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) concerning statistical information into one modular 
entity. This is done to enable the handling of statistical tables in the same way as any other 
independent documents.

2. Table.dtd and table_base.dtd are separate modules to enable the use of statistical tables 
as independent documents and also in publications. When a statistical table is attached to a 
publication (publication.dtd), table_base.dtd and other modules of the statistical table, 
such as statmeta_base.dtd, are submodules of publication.dtd.

Document metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) which are part of a statistical table 
document may also be included in a publication. In this case the document metadata 
contained in the table remain as part of the table in the publication document and are not 
included in the metadata of the publication document.

Entity name:  table_base
Contains the basic table specification, described in detail in the documentation of 
table_base.dtd.

Entity name:  docmeta
Includes the metadata information of a statistical table. This information is needed to 
identify statistical table documents and tables in production, publishing and archiving. 
Document metadata specification is described in detail in the documentation of 
docmeta.dtd.
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Entity name:  statmeta_base
Statistical metadata are table-specific data. Statistical metadata document describes 
variables, and their operational definitions and classifications, in matrixes and tables. If a 
table is changed as a result of tabulation or other procedure, these changes are added to the 
statistical metadata document. Thus, if a variable is edited, the pertinent metadata are 
added to the statistical metadata. Statistical metadata specification is described in detail in 
the documentation of statmeta_base.dtd.

Entity name:  figure_base
Figure_base is read here because it is part of statistical metadata. Figure_base connects the 
name of a figure file to a variable. Figure file can be, for example, a regional map for the 
visualisation of a variable.

The usage of figure is described in the documentation of figure.dtd.

Entity name:  emphasis
The purpose of emphasis is to allow an author to use simple accentuation in tables. 
Emphasis specification is described in detail in the documentation of emphasis.dtd.
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4.5 DTD of a statistical table (includes also CALS table model)
table_base.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Mårten Ström, Markus Rintala / Citec Oy
www.citec.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

Table_base Document Type Definition
Table_base.dtd defines the structure of a statistical table. This definition is based on the 
CALS table model.

DTD is based on a slightly simplified version of the CALS table model, the Exchange 
table model. The Exchange table model has rejected some constructions of the CALS table 
model, so that although CALS has become the de facto standard in the SGML/XML 
community, different SGML/XML implementations never have supported or used in 
different and incompatible ways.

The goal of the Exchange table model
 The goal of the Exchange table model is hence to be a useful subset of the complete 
CALS table model with enhanced interoperability. More information about the 
interoperability issues of the CALS table model, and the motivations behind certain 
changes in the Exchange table model, can be found at: http://www.oasis-open.org/specs/
a501.htm . A full description of the elements and attributes of the Exchange table model 
can be found at: http://www.oasis-open.org/specs/tm9901.html. The numbering of 
elements and attributes below refers to the Technical Memorandum TR 9901:1999 of 
OASIS.

Modularity
Table_base module is a module of elements for describing a statistical table. 
Table_base.dtd is used as a module inside a stand-alone statistical table document 
(table.dtd) or as a module inside a publication (publication.dtd).

Table_base.dtd is a separate module from table.dtd because of technical reasons. Table.dtd 
and table_base.dtd are separate modules enabling the use of statistical tables as 
independent documents and in publications. In a modular DTD system one DTD can be 
read only once when different DTDs are compiled into a larger unity.

When a statistical table is used inside other DTDs, table.dtd or publication.dtd, then the 
table_base.dtd module is usable as such in a parent DTD. In this case the definitions of 
statistical tables will be included in the parent DTD. If a statistical table is used as a stand-
alone document or inside a publication, then emphasis.dtd, docmeta.dtd, 
statmeta_base.dtd, figure_base.dtd and table_base.dtd are read in the parent DTD.
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The usage of table.dtd and table_base.dtd
In statistics production all tables are treated as independent table documents according to 
table.dtd. This also applies when tables are attached to publications.

Table_base.dtd specifies the structure of a table in respect of all of its parts. The basic 
structure of a table is specified in the CALS Exchange table model and supplemented with 
table_base.dtd.

The documentation of table_base.dtd
The documentation runs through the used elements of CALS and their attributes, as well as 
additions made to the basic structure of CALS.

Technical implementation
The implementation of table_base.dtd is model-based.

Reference to DTD
The following notation is used in referring to this DTD:

 -//STATFIN//DTD TABLEFI 1.0//EN

The reason for the reference is to emphasise that an application mode of Statistics Finland 
is concerned, both in terms of organisation and language. In other contexts, the reference 
may be amended as required by the organisation or situation.

Root element name:  stattable

Element name:  stattable
Stattable element is a root element for statistical table information. The element combines 
the table portion of a statistical tables and its title, document metadata, statistical metadata 
and footnotes into one entity.

The implementation of this element is model-based.

Child Elements: tabletitlegrp, docmeta?, tgroup+, statmeta?, footnotes?

Comments: <!ENTITY % tbl.table.name "stattable">; <!ENTITY % tbl.table.mdl 
"tabletitlegrp, docmeta?, tgroup+, statmeta?, footnotes?">

Attribute name:  frame
Not used.

Attribute name:  colsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  rowsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  pgwide
Not used.
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Element name:  tabletitlegrp
Tabletitlegrp element is a grouping element for different language versions of a table title.

Child Elements: (tabletitle+)

Attribute name:  tableIdRef
TableIdRef attribute contains the identifier that refers to the footnote of the title of the 
table. It is an internal link to the tablemeta element. Footnote text is written as the content 
for the tablemeta element using the paragraph group or paragraph content model. (It will 
be made more structured in the future.) The content is methodological, quality or other 
explanatory information attached to the table. See also metadataref element.

Element name:  tabletitle
Logical root element for table titles (main title and subtitle) in one language.

Child Elements: (tablemaintitle, tablesubtitle?, metadataref?)

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of table titles. Language versions of titles are given by entity. 
Permitted entity values are: (en| fi| se| de| fr)

Element name:  tablemaintitle
Tablemaintitle element gives the descriptive, short, concise and unambiguous title of a 
table.

Element name:  tablesubtitle
Provides for a case where the title of a table is further specified by a subtitle.

Element name:  metadataref
In the context of table titles the metadataref element discloses the existence and locations 
of any methodological, quality or other explanatory documents attached to the tables.

The link is expressed as text and its type is defined with the attribute linkend or hytime.

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend points to the target of the link.

Use at Statistics Finland
Linkend attribute discloses the external locations of any methodological, quality or other 
explanatory documents attached to a table.
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Element name:  docmeta
This element contains information about the producer of a statistical table. The contents of 
these metadata are described in docmeta.dtd. For more information see the documentation 
for docmeta.dtd.

Element name:  tgroup
In CALS model (3.2.1.) each tgroup effectively identifies a new portion of a table. 

Use at Statistics Finland
Tgroup element is used as the model for gathering together different portions of a table. In 
the procedure used by Statistics Finland, the tgroup element appears only once and 
contains only one table.

Child Elements: colspec*,thead?,tbody,tfoot?

Attribute name:  cols
3.2.2.1. cols — number of columns
Number of columns in the tgroup. The value of this attribute must be an integer greater 
than zero.

Declared value

NMTOKEN

Use at Statistics Finland
The attribute discloses the total number of table columns. Closer definition of columns is 
presented in connection with the colspec element.

Attribute name:  align
Not used.

Attribute name:  colsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  rowsep
Not used.

Element name:  colspec
In CALS model colspec element (3.3.1.) specifies a column, a vertical portion of a table.

Use at Statistics Finland
Because CALS does not contain a separate specification for the naming and treatment of 
row variables, table structures are defined by column with colspec elements. For the 
treatment of column hierarchy an attribute disclosing the hierarchy of nested variables has 
been added to the colspec element.
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Attribute name:  colname
3.3.2.2. colname — column name
Name of column, used to specify the position or horizontal span of columns in a row by 
reference in entry using colname, namest, and/or nameend.

The colname value could be the same as colnum, as its declared value is NMTOKEN, 
though there is no such requirement. The name space for colnames is different for each 
tgroup.

Declared value

NMTOKEN

Default

IMPLIED (colspec cannot be referenced without colname)

Attribute name:  colnum
3.3.2.1. colnum — column number
Number of column, counting from 1 at left of the table. The value of colnum is not useful 
to identify a column in an entry, so serves no functional purpose other than a consistency 
check on the order of the colspecs.

Declared value

NMTOKEN

Default

IMPLIED (colspec is the next one in order)

Attribute name:  hierarchylevel
We have added a hierarchylevel attribute to the colspec element and to the row element. 
This is to indicate the hierarchy of a header in a multidimensional table. This attribute is 
particularly needed when we have a single header column that, despite the fact that it is in 
only one column, contains parameters of different levels.

Example:
Using our table model we would then add the hierarchylevel attribute with value "0" to the 
highest hiearchylevel and to all the subsequent hiearchylevels we would add, in order, 
hierarchylevel = "1", "2", "3" etc. An application hitting an entry effected by a 
hierarchylevel value bigger than "0" would then find its content, and relevant metadata, by 
iterating first up to through the previous rows (row)and secondly by iterating through 
previous columns (colspec).

Attribute name:  headcolumn
The vertical header of the table, usually the first few columns, needs markup to describe 
that it is a header. We have therefore added an attribute named headcolumn to the colspec 
element.

This attribute should be given a value not equal to "0" when we want to indicate that the 
current column is a header column. This information can then later be used by applications 
in various ways, e.g. for formatting such columns in a special way.
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Attribute name:  sumcolumn
We have also added attributes to columns and rows to indicate that the values are 
aggregated data, i.e. sums. There is an optional sumcolumn attribute in the colspec element 
and an optional rowsum attribute in the row.

Attribute name:  unit
Unit attribute repeats the measurement unit of a variable from statistical metadata.

Attribute name:  align
Not used.

Attribute name:  char
Not used.

Attribute name:  charoff
Not used.

Attribute name:  colsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  colwidth
Not used.

Attribute name:  rowsep
Not used.

Element name:  thead
In CALS model thead element (3.4.1.) identifies the heading rows of a tgroup, displayed as 
the first rows, and again at the top of any continuation after a physical break between rows 
in tbody.

Use at Statistics Finland
The purpose of use corresponds with the CALS specification. Thead element gathers 
logically together table rows, which form column names.

Child Elements: (row+)

Attribute name:  valign
Not used.

Element name:  row
In CALS model row element (3.6.1.) identifies the row information in a thead or tbody 
element. Default values come from the enclosing thead, tbody, or tgroup attribute values 
for like-named attributes.

Use at Statistics Finland
Row element defines a row and its content is disclosed with the entry element.
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To manage the hierarchy of row variables, an attribute (hierarchylevel) indicating the 
hierarchy of nested variables has been added to the row element.

Child Elements: (entry+)

Attribute name:  hierarchylevel
We have added a hierarchylevel attribute to colspec element and to the row element. This 
is to indicate the hierarchy of a header in a multidimensional table. This attribute is 
particularly needed when we have a single header column that, despite the fact that is in 
only one column, contains parameters of different levels.

Example:
Using our table model we would then add the hierarchylevel attribute with value "0" to the 
highest hiearchylevel and to all the subsequent hiearchylevels we would add, in order, 
hierarchylevel = "1", "2", "3" etc. An application hitting an entry effected by a 
hierarchylevel value bigger than "0" would then find its content, and relevant metadata, by 
iterating first up to through the previous rows (row) and secondly by iterating through 
previous columns (colspec).

Present provisions allow for the presentation of a hierarchy of seven levels. The levels are 
specified on the entity list.

Attribute name:  sumrow
We have also added attributes to the columns and rows to indicate that the values are 
aggregated data, i.e. sums. There is an optional sumcolumn attribute in the colspec element 
and an optional rowsum attribute in the row.

Attribute name:  unit
Unit attribute repeats the measurement unit of a variable from statistical metadata.

Attribute name:  rowsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  valign
Not used.

Element name:  entry
In CALS model entry element (3.7.1.) identifies an entry in a row.

The number of columns consumed by the entrys in a row including their spans, and by 
columns encroached by an entry with morerows from a prior row of a tgroup, shall not 
exceed the cols attribute value in effect for this tgroup. It is left up to the implementation 
how to handle the situation when more than one entry would fill any column of a row, 
including by spanning or straddling.

Use at Statistics Finland
A spanning entry cell is a cell that occupies more than one column. In the presented model 
the only way a table cell can span more than one column is by specifying both the namest 
and nameend attributes of the entry element. The values of these attributes must refer to 
one of the columns using the colname attribute of the colspecs. If the namest attribute does 
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not exist the entry goes into the next column in sequence. A table cell can straddle more 
than one row by specifying the morerows attribute.

Entry element is used as a model for specifying alternative contents of a cell. When entry 
is contained in the thead element, the practice at Statistics Finland is to use the para or the 
paragrp structure in the text portion of a cell for the language versions of column titles.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | %emphs; | symbols | %text; | metadataref | footnoteref)*

Attribute name:  colname
3.7.2.1. colname — column name
Column name of entry. Ignore if namest is present. It is an error if colname is not defined 
in a colspec of the current tgroup.

Declared value

NMTOKEN

Default

IMPLIED (column(s) determined by namest or implicitly the next.)

Attribute name:  nameend
3.7.2.3. nameend — name of ending column for this entry
Name of rightmost column of span. The value must be some colname in a colspec of the 
current tgroup. The column must be to the right of the column identified by namest. A 
nameend attribute without a namest is ignored.

Declared value

NMTOKEN

Default

IMPLIED (implies this attribute has no effect on spanning) 

Attribute name:  namest
3.7.2.2. namest — name of starting column for this entry
Name of leftmost column of span. The value must be some colname in a colspec of the 
current tgroup. A namest on an entry with no nameend specification indicates the single 
column so named, though colname is usually used for such a specification. If neither 
namest nor colname occur, the entry goes in the next column in sequence to the right, 
skipping over any encroachment from a prior row via entry morerows=N. It is an error if 
the namest value is not defined in a colspec for the current tgroup.

Declared value

NMTOKEN Default

IMPLIED (implies this attribute has no effect on spanning) 
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Attribute name:  morerows
3.7.2.4. morerows — number of additional rows in a vertical span
There shall be at least that many more rows in the appropriate thead or tbody. Any entries 
with morerows that would attempt to extend further downward is an error. The rowsep is 
determined when the entry is processed, in the top row if morerows is positive.

Declared value

NUMBER

Default

IMPLIED (interpret as “0”)

Attribute name:  unit
Unit attribute repeats the measurement unit of a variable from statistical metadata.

Attribute name:  align
Not used.

Attribute name:  char
Not used.

Attribute name:  charoff
Not used.

Attribute name:  colsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  rowsep
Not used.

Attribute name:  valign
Not used.

Element name:  paragrp
Paragrp is a grouping element for different language versions of paragraph content (para).

Child Elements: para*

Element name:  para
Para element is used as a model for specifying the content of a cell as paragraphs.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | %emphs; | metadataref)*

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of paragraph content.
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Element name:  emphasis
The purpose of the emphasis element is to allow the author to use simple accentuation in 
the production of table text. Emphasis is described in more detail in emphasis DTD.

Element name:  metadataref
In the thead model the metadataref element of the paragraph content is intended for 
making references to the statistical metadata of column titles (variables).

The link is expressed as text and its type is defined by the attribute linkend or hytime.

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend attribute contains an internal or an external reference to the statistical metadata of 
the variable concerned. The name of a variable or its code in the table are used as internal 
references in a table, and these must be consistent with the variable id of statmeta.

Element name:  footenoteref
In the thead model the footnoteref element of the entry element is a model intended for 
making footnotes relating to column titles.

Child Elements: (para|paragrp)*

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend points to the target of the link.

Element name:  tbody
In CALS model tbody element (3.5.1.) identifies the body of a tgroup.

Use at Statistics Finland
CALS table model does not contain a separate structural specification for column titles, 
which are contained in the tbody element. If a table contains row variables, these and their 
nesting are identified with the hierarchylevel attribute of the row element.

Child Elements: (row+)

Attribute name:  valign
Not used.

Element name:  row
The definition of row element does not differ from what has been presented in connection 
with the thead element.
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Element name:  entry
Paragraph group or paragraph content model is used in an entry within the tbody element 
describing a row heading.

 PCATA definition, to which emphasis can be attached, is used in tbody entry elements 
containing numeric statistical data. Numeric statistical data may be substituted with a 
symbol (symbols). The symbols that may be used have been specified as an entity 
(tk_symbols.ent).

A statistical metadata reference can be attached to a tbody entry element that functions as a 
row title. The objective is to delimit the use of footnotes to those entry elements that 
contain numeric statistical data. 

Element name:  symbols
In an entry element contained by tbody, numeric statistical data may be substituted by a 
symbol. The symbols that may be used in statistical tables have been specified as an entity 
(tk_symbols.ent) and are presented with a single standardised mark. 

The symbol is written as PCDATA and the representation of the symbol 
should be checked on software level.

Example: – = Magnitude nil; .= Category not applicable; ..= Data not available or too 
uncertain for presentation; … = Data subject to secrecy; * = Preliminary data

Element name:  footenoteref
In the tbody model the footnoteref element of the entry element is a model intended for 
making footnotes relating to table row titles or numeric data.

Child Elements: (para|paragrp)*

Attribute name:  hytime
ISO 10744:1997

Attribute name:  linkend
Linkend points to the target of the link.

Element name:  tfoot
Tfoot element is intended for reserving table rows for footnote texts. A footnote text is 
written as the content of the entry element using the paragraph group or paragraph content 
model. In addition, the entry element may contain a symbols element in connection with 
an explanation of a symbol used in a table. There is no separate reference to the tfoot 
footnote in the tables. The metadataref and footnoteref elements are not meant to be used 
in this context.

Footnote texts are written after numeric statistical data as the content of one entry element. 
Inside a tfoot element an entry element can be scaled to span the whole table width with 
the colname, namest and nameend attributes.

Child Elements: (row+)

Example: Text explaining the used symbols represents a typical example of a footnote 
to be included in a table.
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Attribute name:  valign
Not used.

Element name:  statmeta
The element attaches descriptions of statistical metadata to a table. Detailed description of 
statistical metadata can be found in the statmeta.dtd documentation.

The place in a table to which the metadata apply is indicated by the metadataref element, 
which must be consistent with the variable id of statmeta. Metadata as such can be 
dismantled within a table document at its end or as a separate external document.

Element name:  tablemeta
Tablemeta is a logical element that gathers different language versions of methodological, 
quality or other explanatory information attached to the table.

Child Elements: (para|paragrp)*

Attribute name:  tableId
The information content of the attribute identifies the allocation of a tablemeta.

Element name:  footnotes
Logical element gathering the footnotes attached to a table.

Child Elements: (footnote+)

Element name:  footnote
The element contains different language versions of the footnote texts attached to a table. 
A footnote text is written as the content of the footnote element using the paragraph group 
or paragraph content model.

The place in a table to which a footnote text applies is indicated by the linkend attribute of 
the footnoteref element, which must be consistent with the id attribute of the footnote 
element. Metadata as such can be dismantled within a table document at its end or as a 
separate external document. However, the use of external documents is not recommended.

Child Elements: (para|paragrp)*

Attribute name:  id
The information content of the attribute identifies a footnote.
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5. Documents and Publications

5.1 Content model of documents and publications
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5.2 Logical element model of documents and publications 
(publication.dtd)
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5.3 DTD for Publications
publication.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Sami Ruokoselkä / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

DTD for Publications
Publication DTD is based on DocBook, but it is largely modified for the use of Statistics 
Finland. There will also be papers which describe the background of the DTD system, the 
principles of the modularity and the statistical data model. 

Content description
Publication.dtd is meant for all the publications of Statistics Finland. It covers for example 
statistical publications, internet-pages, handbooks, research reports, articles and statistical 
news. It is not specified for administrative documents. It handles different language 
versions in a single document by using language attribute. Some remarks: Quotations are 
not marked with a language attribute, numbering of figures and tables is generated 
automatically

Technical description
Publication.dtd is the parent module of the modular DTD-system for the publications of 
the Statistics Finland. It includes modules docmeta.dtd, figure.dtd, list.dtd, link.dtd, 
emphasis.dtd, definitionlist.dtd, symbols.ent, categories.ent and three ISO.ents. Table is 
included in the publication as a table_base.dtd module, which has also its own sub-
modules (See the documentation of the table_base.dtd). Different modules make it easier 
to update and maintain DTD-system.

Root element name:  document

Element name:  document
Publication DTD's root node

Child Elements: (docmeta , titlegrp , ingressgrp? , introductiongrp? , abstractgrp? , 
headnotegrp? , product_specificationgrp? , chaptergrp+ , summarygrp? , footnotesgrp? , 
biblgrp? , appendixgrp? , definitiongrp? )
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Entity name:   docmeta
docmeta.dtd
 It is based on external DTD and it covers document's metadata. It has all DublinCore 
elements and also some new elements which are needed by Statistics Finland. Docmeta 
describes documents content also and production and archiving information.

Entity name:  figure_base
figure_base.dtd
Module of elements for describing caption, source and size of the figure. Can be used as an 
independent DTD or as a module inside a publication.dtd. Figure.dtd is a separate module 
because of the possible future use of SVG.

Entity name:  list
list.dtd
List.dtd includes all the possible listtypes that can be used in the "text part" of the 
document. Type of the list is defined by an attribute. It is possible to make lists which have 
up to four levels and footnotes. Lists can be used only in the publications.

Entity name:  link
link.dtd
DTD to mark links inside the publication.dtd. Link.dtd is a separate module, because of the 
possible ways to mark links in the future. As a separate module, it is easier to include new 
linking systems. Link.dtd can be used only in the publications. It is not allowed to make 
links to the databases and queries, because those are not stable and may not be reproduced 
later.

Entity name:  emphasis
emphasis.dtd
The meaning of the emphasis.dtd is to allow author to use simple accentuation in author's 
own text production. The technical control is easier as a separate DTD. It can be used only 
in the publications.

Entity name:  definitionlist
definitionlist.dtd
List which defines concepts that are used in the document. It can be used only for the 
printed publications, where it is used for the production of the appendix.

Entity name:  tableref
table_base.dtd
Hierarchical table DTD. See the documentation for the table_base.dtd.
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Entity name:  symbols
tk_symbols.ent
 Statistical symbols, which may be used in the statistical tables. Symbols are presented 
with a single standardised mark. 

The symbol is written as PCDATA and the representation of the symbol 
should be checked on software level.
Example: – = Magnitude nil; .= Category not applicable; ..= Data not available or too 
uncertain for presentation; … = Data subject to secrecy; * = Preliminary data

Entity name:  HTMLlat1
xhtml-lat1.ent

Entity name:  HTMLspecial
xhtml-special.ent

Entity name:  HTMLsymbol
xhtml-symbol.ent

Element name:  titlegrp
Title group
Grouping element for titles. Grouping element exists because of the different language 
versions. By using this grouping element different language versions do not break the 
logical structure of the document. Title text is in the child elements of the grouping 
element and different languages are marked with the language attribute (pubtitle). It must 
be taken care programmically that there is only one pubtitle element on each level with the 
same language attribute. As a child element of the element document titlegrp element 
indicates document's main title. 

Technical structure of the titles
System for making titles is based on title groups. When a title is written it starts with a 
titlegrp-element. This element can exists only one time on each level of titles (logical 
structure). Child element of the titlegrp is pubtitle. This element describes only the 
language of the title with a xml:lang attribute. Child elements of the pubtitle are maintitle, 
subtitle and textfootnoteref. Maintitle and subtitles are the elements where the actual title 
text is written. Textfootnoteref is an element for making footnotes to the titles.

Child Elements: (pubtitle*)

Element name:  pubtitle
Title element describes the language of the title with a xml:lang attribute.

Child Elements: (maintitle , subtitle? , textfootnoteref* )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the title. Default language is Finnish.
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Element name:  ingressgrp
Ingress group
Grouping element for ingress.

Child Elements: (ingress* )

Element name:  ingress
Ingress of the publication. A short description of the issues of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the ingress.

Element name:  introductiongrp
Introduction group
Grouping element for introduction.

Child Elements: (introduction* )

Element name:  introduction
Introduction of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the introduction.

Element name:  abstractgrp
Abstract group
Grouping element for abstract.

Child Elements: (abstract* )

Element name:  abstract
Abstract of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the abstract.

Element name:  headnotegrp
Headnote group
Grouping element for headnote.
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Child Elements: (headnote* )

Element name:  headnote
Headnote of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the headnote.

Element name:  product_specificationgrp
Product specification group
Grouping element for product specification.

Child Elements: (product_specification* )

Element name:  product_specification
Product specification of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the product specification.

Element name:  chaptergrp
Chapter group
Grouping element for chapters. The main level of text chapters. 

Technical structure of chapters
The child element for chaptergrp is chapter. Document may consist of several chapters. 
Every chapter has one titlegrp element, which is the title for that chapter. The actual text of 
the chapter (or section) is always in a paragraph element. That is used to include different 
language versions of the chapter (or section). If deeper structure is needed, one can add 
sectiongrp element as a child element of the chapter. By using sectiongrp element, it is 
possible to make as deep chapter structure as needed.

Child Elements: (chapter+ )

Element name:  chapter
Chapter in the publication. Chapter must have a title (titlegrp element) and also a 
paragraphor sectiongrp or both of them.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , (paragraph | sectiongrp )+ )

Element name:  summarygrp
Summary group
Grouping element for summary.
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Child Elements: (summary* )

Element name:  summary
Summary of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the summary.

Element name:  textfootnotesgrp
Footnotes group
Grouping element for footnotes.

Child Elements: (textfootnotes* )

Element name:  textfootnotes
Footnotes of the publication.
 It is the collection of all the footnotes in the publication. (See textfootnoteref).

Child Elements: (textfootnote+ )

Attribute name:  id
Identification number for the footnote.

Element name:  biblgrp
Bibliography of the publication
Grouping element for bibliography.

Child Elements: (biblstruct+ )

Element name:  biblstruct
Bibliography.

Child Elements: (biblitem+ )

Attribute name:  id
Identification number of the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  appendixgrp
Appendix group
Grouping element for appendix.

Child Elements: (appendix* )
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Element name:  appendix
Appendix of the publication.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , paragraph+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the appendix.

Element name:  maintitle
Element for the main title inside a pubtitleelement.

Element name:  subtitle
A possible subtitle for the main title.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the subtitle.

Element name:  textfootnoteref
Adds footnote to the text.

Example: text text <textfootnoteref idref="3" /> text text

Attribute name:  idref
Identification of the footnote as a number.

Element name:  paragraph
One paragraph of the document. Includes text, list, table, figure, link, footnote, calculation 
formula and/or bibliographical reference.

Child Elements: (#PCDATA | textlistgrp | tktable | figure | link | textfootnoteref | bibl | 
emphasis | calcformula)*)

Attribute name:  id
Not in use at a time. DocBook: "ID is an identifying string for the element. It must be 
unique at least within the document and must begin with a letter."

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the paragraph.

Element name:  sectiongrp
Grouping element for the sections. See the description in the documentation of the element 
chaptergrp.

Child Elements: (section+ )
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Element name:  section
Section is used when deeper structure is needed.

Child Elements: (titlegrp , (paragraph | sectiongrp )+ )

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the section.

Element name:  textfootnote
The actual footnote text.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the footnote.

Element name:  biblitem
A single reference.

Child Elements: (bibltitle, author, imprint?) 

Comments: Structure for the bibliography is copied from TEI (Text Encoding Initiative).

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  imprint
Information about the publisher of the bibliographical reference.

Child Elements: (pubplace?, pubpublisher, pubdate?)

Element name:  bibl
Element which parent element is paragraph. Its attribute gives reference number for the 
bibliographical reference.

Attribute name:  refid
Identification number for the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  bibltitle
Title of the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  author
Author (or a list of the authors) of the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  pubplace
Publishing place of the bibliographical reference.
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Element name:  pubpublisher
Publisher of the bibliographical reference.

Element name:  pubdate
Publishing date of the bibliographical reference.
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5.4 DTD for a stand-alone figure document
figure.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Antti Jokipii, Eetu Ojanen / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for a stand-alone figure document
Figure.dtd is a DTD that can be used to produce stand-alone figure documents. It joins 
together two DTDs: figure_base.dtd and docmeta.dtd. If a figure is later added to a 
publication, elements in the figure_base.dtd and docmeta.dtd are copied to the publication.

The usage of figure.dtd and figure_base.dtd
1. Figure.dtd joins a graphical figure element (described as figure_base.dtd) and the 
document metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) concerning the figure into one modular 
entity. This is done to enable the handling of graphical figures in the same way as any 
other independent documents.

2. Figure.dtd and figure_base.dtd are separate modules enabling the use of graphical 
figures as independent documents, as well as in publications and as part of statistical 
metadata (statmeta.dtd). When a graphical figure is attached to a publication 
(publication.dtd) figure_base.dtd is a submodule of publication.dtd. 

Document metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) that are part of a figure document may 
also be included in a publication. In this case, the document metadata contained by the 
figure remain in the publication document as part of the figure and are not included in the 
metadata of the publication document. This may be done when graphical figures are 
attached to a statistical metadata document (statmeta.dtd).

3. A graphical figure element is described in figure_base.dtd. The current usage with 
figures is to attach them as separate files (.jpg or .gif). Figure_base.dtd contains a link to a 
separate graphic file. The graphic file must be named after the parent document. For 
example, if the name of the parent file is "figure.xml" then the name of the figure file must 
start with "figure" and the specifier is added after the underline character: 
"figure_picture1.jpg". Titles of graphical figures must not be included in figure files. They 
are written as text into the figure document. Otherwise, the instructions of Statistics 
Finland are used in the production of statistical graphics. 
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4. In future, the SVG standard will be used increasingly. It will be added to figure_base.dtd 
when it is introduced into use at Statistics Finland. 

Root element name:  figuregrp

Element name:  figuregrp
Root element for figures. Root element is defined in figure_base.dtd.

Entity name:  docmeta
This element includes information about the producer of the figure, and about other 
metadata concerning the production of the figure, as part of a figure document. The 
contents of these metadata are described in docmeta.dtd. For more information, see the 
documentation for docmeta.dtd.

Entity name:  figure_base
This element includes information about the title of a figure, and about the name and its 
size of the figure file. For more information, see the documentation for figure_base.dtd.
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5.5 DTD for Figures
figure_base.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Eetu Ojanen, Sami Ruokoselkä / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for Statistical Graphics
Module of elements for describing the caption, source and size of a figure file. It can be 
used as a module inside publication.dtd and statmeta.dtd. As a stand-alone document it is 
used inside figure.dtd.

Figure_base.dtd is a separate module because of the possible future use of SVG and 
because of the modularity of the DTD system. As a separate DTD, it is easier to change 
and add elements because a change in the DTD causes a change in all the places it is used.

The usage of figure_base.dtd and figure.dtd
1. Figure.dtd joins a graphical figure element (described as figure_base.dtd) and the 
document metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) concerning the figure into one modular 
entity. This is done to enable the handling of graphical figures in the same way as any 
other independent documents.

2. Figure.dtd and figure_base.dtd are separate modules enabling the use of graphical 
figures as independent documents, as well as in publications and as part of statistical 
metadata (statmeta.dtd). When a graphical figure is attached to a publication 
(publication.dtd) figure_base.dtd is a submodule of publication.dtd. 

Document metadata (described as docmeta.dtd) that are part of a figure document may 
also be included in a publication. In this case, the document metadata contained by the 
figure remain in the publication document as part of the figure and are not included in the 
metadata of the publication document. This may be done when graphical figures are 
attached to a statistical metadata document (statmeta.dtd).

3. A graphical figure element is described in figure_base.dtd. The current usage with 
figures is to attach them as separate files (.jpg or .gif). Figure_base.dtd contains a link to a 
separate graphic file. The graphic file must be named after the parent document. For 
example, if the name of the parent file is "figure.xml" then the name of the figure file must 
start with "figure" and the specifier is added after the underline character: 
"figure_picture1.jpg". Titles of graphical figures must not be included in figure files. They 
are written as text into the figure document. Otherwise, the instructions of Statistics 
Finland are used in the production of statistical graphics. 
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4. In future, the SVG standard will be used increasingly. It will be added to figure_base.dtd 
when it is introduced into use at Statistics Finland. 

Root element name:  figuregrp

Element name:  figuregrp
Figure element set
Root element for figure_base.dtd. One figure group may have several figures in different 
language versions.

Child Elements: (docmeta?,figure+) 

Element name:  docmeta
Information about the producer of the figure. See the documentation for docmeta.dtd.

Element name:  figure
Element gathering all the information of a figure into one language.

Child Elements: (caption,filename,figsource?,size?) 

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of a figure.

Element name:  caption
Title of a figure. Titles of graphical figures must not be included in figure files. They are 
written as text into the figure document in this caption element.

Element name:  filename
Filename of a figure. Filename must start with the filename of the parent document if the 
figure belongs to a publication. 

Example: If the name of the parent file is "figure.xml" then the name of the figure file 
must start with "figure" and the specifier is added after the underline character: 
"figure_picture1.jpg". 

Element name:  figsource
Source of a figure. It is the source of the statistical information from which the figure is 
drawn.

Purpose of use
Source and its format will be given as defined at Statistics Finland.

Element name:  size
Physical size of a figure in pixels. Describes the height and width of a figure in pixels. It is 
needed in converting files to other formats for presentational needs. Other formats may 
include e.g. pdf or html.
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Attribute name:  width
The original width of a figure in pixels.

Attribute name:  height
The original height of a figure in pixels.
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5.6 DTD for Definition lists
definitionlist.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Sami Ruokoselkä, Eetu Ojanen / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi 

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for Definitionlists
Definitionlist.dtd is meant to be used in publications to describe briefly the concepts or 
terms that are used in them. 

Purpose of use
 Definition lists are not meant to be used for the production of statistical metadata. They 
are only intended for the presentation of summary information concerning concept 
definitions as part of a publication. Definitionlist.dtd is not meant to be used as an 
independent dtd.

The usage of the grouping elements
The grouping element is used for handling different language versions in a single 
document. It groups different language versions of an element into a single logical 
element, so that the logical structure of the dtd can be kept concise and unambiguous and 
use of a language attribute complying with the xml standard can be realised in it.

Root element name:  definitiongrp

Element name:  definitiongrp
Combining element for different definition lists. This makes it possible to have several 
definition lists in one document. Normally all definition lists are placed in one appendix of 
the document.

Child Elements:  (titlegrp+,definitionlist+)

Element name:  titlegrp
Titlegrp element is defined in publication.dtd.

Title of the definitiongrp makes it possible to name the title of a group of different 
definition lists.
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Title of the definitionlist is used to name one definition list. This is an optional element 
when there is only one definition list in one appendix. If there are several definition lists, 
then each of them should be named.

Element name:  definitionlist
Root element for one definitionlist.

Child Elements: (titlegrp?,definition+)

Element name:  definition
This element gathers together the definitions for one term or concept.

Child Elements: (defnamegrp,defdefinitiongrp,defdescriptiongrp?,defclassificationgrp
?,categoryvaluegrp?)

Element name:  defnamegrp
Grouping element for different language versions of a definition name.

Element name:  defname
Term or concept which is to be explained.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the name of a definition.

Element name:  defdefinitiongrp
Grouping element for different language versions of a definition.

Element name:  defdefinition
The formal or standardised definition of a term or concept.

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of the standardised definition of a term or concept.

Element name:  defdescription
Informal or comment type description of a term.

Element name:  defclassification
If a term has a relation to a classification, the class can be named here.

Element name:  categoryvalue
If a classification is used for a variable this element enables presentation of its category 
value.

Example: <categoryvalue>Male</categoryvalue><categoryvalue>Female</
categoryvalue>
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5.7 DTD for Lists
list.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Eetu Ojanen / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for Lists
List.dtd includes all the possible list types that can be used in the text part of a document. 
Type of list is defined by an attribute. Footnote references can be added to the lists. Lists 
can only be used in publications, which means that this DTD is not meant to be used as an 
independent DTD. In addition, lists cannot be added into statistical tables or matrixes.

Purpose of use
List.dtd is intended to be used modularly, that is included in other DTDs as and when a text 
format list is required in a documents. Lists can contain nested hierarchical lists of varying 
types.

Root element name:  textlist

Element name:  textlist
Root element of a list.

Child Elements: (textlistitem+)

Attribute name:  textlisttype
Attribute describes the type of a list, i.e. whether it is numbered or unordered. (numbered | 
unordered ). The default value is 'unordered'.

Element name:  textlistitem
One list item. One item may consist of many text list paragraphs - textlistpara (although 
this is not recommended). The text list item may also be a sub text list - subtextlist. This 
makes it possible for a list to have sub lists. The text list item also works as a grouping 
element for different language versions of a single list item.

Child Elements: (textlistpara+ | subtextlist* )
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Element name:  subtextlist
If a list has a sub list, then the sub list is described as a subtextlist element. Sub list can be 
of a type that is different from that of an upper list. The type of a sub list is described with 
the textlisttype attribute.

Attribute name:  textlisttype
Attribute describes the type of a list, i.e. whether it is numbered or unordered. (numbered | 
unordered ) The default value is 'unordered'.

Element name:  textlistpara
The text in one text list paragraph inside a text list item.

Child Elements:  (#PCDATA | textfootnoteref)*

Attribute name:  xml:lang
Defines the language of a paragraph inside a list item.

Element name:  textfootnoteref
Footnote reference. The actual footnote text is edited inside publication documents.
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5.8 DTD for links
link.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Sami Ruokoselkä / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for links
Link.dtd is used to mark URL links inside publication.dtd. Link.dtd is a separate module 
enabling possible new ways for marking links in future. As a separate module, it is easier 
to include new linking systems. Link.dtd can only be used in publications, which means 
that this DTD is not meant to be used as an independent DTD.

This DTD is neither meant nor recommended for making links to databases and queries, 
which may not be stable and may not be reproduced later.

Root element name:  link

Element name:  link
Describes a link in a document.

Example: <link target="http://www.stat.fi">Statistics Finland</link>

Attribute name:  target
Attribute target describes the URL link. URL must start with http:// (or possibly ftp:// i.e.)
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5.9 DTD for Emphasis
emphasis.dtd
2.12.2003
v. 0.91
Creator name:  
Heikki Rouhuvirta / Statistics Finland
heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Harri Lehtinen / Statistics Finland
harri.lehtinen@stat.fi
www.stat.fi

Creator name:  
Sami Ruokoselkä / Republica Corp.
www.republica.fi

 Comments and suggestions to: heikki.rouhuvirta@stat.fi or harri.lehtinen@stat.fi.

DTD for Emphasis
The purpose of emphasis.dtd is to allow the author to use simple accentuation in text 
production. Emphasis.dtd is a separate module because this makes it technically easier to 
enlarge its usage in future if necessary. A change in emphasis.dtd causes a change 
everywhere it is used.

Root element name:  emphasis

Element name:  emphasis
Corresponds with the emphasis element of DocBook. Emphasis provides a method for 
indicating that certain text should be stressed in some way. DocBook: The Definitive 
Guide Version 2.0.8)

Comments: In the document production at Statistics Finland all <B>, <I> and <U> 
tags are marked as <emphasis> in xml documents.
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6. Used symbols

6.1 Symbols used in logical element models ((c) Near&Far)
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6.2 Symbols used in Elm Tree

o c c u rre n c e  in d ic a to rs
n o th in g  in d ic a te s  a  s in g le  in s ta n c e  is
re q u ire d

+ p lu s  in d ic a te s re q u ire d a n d  
re p e a ta b le

* a s te r ix in d ic a te s o p t io n a l a n d
re p e a ta b le

?  q u e s tio n m a rk in d ic a te s o p tio n a l

g ro u p s
( ) p a re n th e s e s d e f in e a  g ro u p

s e q u e n c e c o n n e c to rs
|   o r in d ic a te d a  c h o ic e
A ,B c o m m a  in d ic a te s  in  th e  s p e c if ie d

o rd e r
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Index of Elements

A
abstract 64
abstractgrp 64
address 25
appendix 67
appendixgrp 66
array 33
author 68
axis 33

B
bibl 68
biblgrp 66
biblitem 68
biblstruct 66
bibltitle 68

C
calcdesc 10
calcdescgrp 10
calcformula 9
calcname 9
calcnamegrp 9
calculation 9
caption 73
categories 23
categoryvalue 76
chapter 65
chaptergrp 65
classauthor 11
classdate 11
classification 10
classtype 11
classvalue 11
classvaluecode 12
classvaluedesc 12
classvaluedescgrp 12
classvaluename 12
classvaluenamegrp 12
classvalues 11
colspec 50
conceptdef 8
conceptdefdesc 8
conceptdefdescgrp 8
conceptdefgrp 8
conceptdefinition 8
contentdescription 17
contentdescriptiongrp 17
contributor 18
count 38
coverage 21
coveragegrp 21
creator 16
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D
data 40
date 18
day 23
defclassification 76
defdefinition 76
defdefinitiongrp 76
defdescription 76
definition 76
definitiongrp 75
definitionlist 76
defname 76
defnamegrp 76
division 25
docmeta 5, 15, 32, 50, 73
document 61
document_info 19
documentnumber 20
DOI 20

E
email 24
emailgrp 24
emphasis 39, 56, 80
entry 53, 57

F
fax 25
faxgrp 25
field 36
fieldaxis 36
figsource 73
figure 73
figuregrp 12, 71, 73
filename 73
first_name 24
footenoteref 56, 57
footnote 58
footnotes 58
for 37
format 19

H
headnote 65
headnotegrp 64

I
identifier 19
imprint 68
index 39
ingress 64
ingressgrp 64
introduction 64
introductiongrp 64
ISBN 20
ISSN 20

K
keywords 17
keywordsgrp 16

L
language 19
link 79
list 62
location 39
locationorder 39

M
main_language 23
maintitle 67
matrixmaintitle 32
matrixmeta 38
matrixsubtitle 32
matrixtitle 32
matrixtitlegrp 31
measdesc 10
measdescgrp 10
measunit 10
measunitgrp 10
measurement 10
metadataref 32, 39, 49, 56
modified 23

N
name 34
note 40
notes 39
number 26
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O
operationaldefinition 8
operdef 8
operdefdesc 9
operdefdescgrp 9
operdefgrp 8
organisation 22
organisationgrp 22
orgname 25
other_language 23
output 38

P
para 38, 55
paragraph 67
paragrp 38, 55
person 22
phonenumber 25
phonenumbergrp 25
position 24
positiongrp 24
product 65
product_specification 65
pubdate 69
published 22
publisher 17
pubplace 68
pubpublisher 69
pubtitle 63

R
read 37
readcell 37
refid 11
repeat 38
resourcerelation 21
resourcerelationgrp 21
rights 21
rightsgrp 20
row 52, 56

S
second_name 24
section 68
sectiongrp 67
seriename 26
serienamegrp 26
size 73
skipchars 38
source 22
sourcegrp 22
statmatrix 31
statmeta 5, 7, 38, 58
statmetadoc 4
stattable 48
statxdf 32
subject 16
subjectgrp 16
subtextlist 78
subtitle 67
summary 66
summarygrp 65
surname 24
svt 23
symbols 57

T
tablemaintitle 49
tablemeta 58
tablesubtitle 49
tabletitle 49
tabletitlegrp 49
tbody 56
textfootnote 68
textfootnoteref 67, 78
textfootnotes 66
textfootnotesgrp 66
textlang 34, 36
textlist 77
textlistitem 77
textlistpara 78
tfoot 57
tgroup 50
thead 52
time 23
titlegrp 63, 75
type 18
typegrp 18

U
URL 20
URN 19
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V
value 35
valuelist 35
variable 7
variablename 7
variablenamegrp 7
variablespecification 7
versionnumber 26

W
wwwaddress 26
wwwaddressgrp 26

Y
year 26
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Index of Attributes

A
align 34
appendto 33
arrayid 33
axisdatatype 34
axisid 34, 36
axisIdRef 39
axisidref 34, 36, 37

C
checksum 41
class 37
classificationid 11
colname 51, 54
colnum 51
cols 50
compression 41
coordinate 33

E
encoding 37, 41
endian 37

H
headcolumn 51
height 74
hierarchylevel 12, 51, 53
href 40, 41
hytime 32, 39, 49, 56, 57

I
id 58, 66, 67
idref 67
inequality 35

L
linkend 32, 39, 49, 56, 57

M
mark 40
markmeaning 40
matrixId 38
matrixIdRef 31
morerows 55

N
nameend 54
namest 54
negativeerrorvalue 35
noteid 40
noteidref 40

P
positiveerrorvalue 35

R
readid 37
readidref 37

S
size 35
special 35
sumcolumn 52
sumrow 53

T
tableId 58
tableIdRef 49
target 79
textlisttype 77, 78
type 24, 33

U
unit 52, 55

V
valueid 35
valueref 35
variableId 7

W
width 74

X
xml 63, 64, 66, 68

lang 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 
26, 32, 34, 36, 38, 49, 55, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 
68, 73, 76, 78
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D
definitionlist 62
docmeta 5, 45, 62, 71

E
emphasis 46, 62

F
figure_base 5, 46, 62, 71

H
HTMLlat1 63
HTMLspecial 63
HTMLsymbol 63

L
link 62
list 62

S
statmeta_base 5, 46
symbols 63

T
table_base 45
tableref 62


